Exploiting relevance, coverage, and novelty for query-focused multi-document summarization
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\begin{abstract}
Summarization plays an increasingly important role with the exponential document growth on the Web. Specifically, for query-focused summarization, there exist three challenges: (1) how to retrieve query relevant sentences; (2) how to concisely cover the main aspects (i.e., topics) in the document; and (3) how to balance these two requests. Specially for the issue relevance, many traditional summarization techniques assume that there is independent relevance between sentences, which may not hold in reality. In this paper, we go beyond this assumption and propose a novel Probabilistic-modeling Relevance, Coverage, and Novelty (PRCN) framework, which exploits a reference topic model incorporating user query for dependent relevance measurement. Along this line, topic coverage is also modeled under our framework. To further address the issues above, various sentence features regarding relevance and novelty are constructed as features, while moderate topic coverage are maintained through a greedy algorithm for topic balance. Finally, experiments on DUC2005 and DUC2006 datasets validate the effectiveness of the proposed method.
\end{abstract}

1. Introduction

Automatic document summarization is the process of generating a textual summary from the all-embracing corpus of documents [24]. Motivated by the prevalence of WWW, there is a critical need for summarization techniques that can effectively process large-scale text documents accumulated on the Web [10]. A promising direction to overcome this obstacle is query-focused summarization, which aims to create summaries that are relevant to a given query or user profile [1,21].

Pointed out in [39], a good query-focused summary should be relevant to the given query and preserve the information contained in the documents as much as possible. Furthermore, the summary should be able to maintain moderate balance among different aspects (which is the same as topics in this paper) with least redundancy [37,38]. To that end, there are three challenges: (1) how to retrieve query relevant sentences; (2) how to concisely cover the main aspects in the document; and (3) how to balance these two requests.
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(1) As for query relevance, which is central to many text retrieval problems [30,36,11,19,4], this measurement determines whether or not a summary accounts for the interests of user profile (or given query). Many existing summarization techniques assume that the relevance of a sentence is independent of the relevance of other sentences [40]. Unfortunately, in reality, the utility of selecting one sentence, in general, may depend on which sentences the user has already seen [44,5]. In this study, we go beyond the independent relevance assumption and model sentence relevance in a probabilistic manner.

(2) As for coverage [20,21] of document contents, which is another target of summarization, this purpose demands summaries to cover the main aspects in the document as much as possible [39]. In addition, the final summary should maintain appropriate aspect coverage distribution in consistent with the original documents. Thereafter, we impose topic balance [21] in the representative sentence extraction process for rational coverage of document topics.

(3) Note that for a summary of limited length, relevance and coverage are two requirements that may contradict each other. In other words, If the summarization process overemphasizes either requirement, it may not be able to meet the other requirement. To resolve the conflict, one may resort to the novelty [45] for novel information richness conditioned that the summary is already relevant to the given topic.
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In this paper, we propose a Probabilistic-modeling Relevance, Coverage, and Novelty framework (denoted as PRCN) based on the PLSA (Probabilistic Latent Semantic Analysis) [14] and the PHITS (Probabilistic Hyperlink-Induced Topic Search) [6], which considers the three issues above (i.e., relevance, coverage and novelty) for query-focused multi-document summarization. Without the independent relevance assumption, we model relevance and coverage in a probabilistic manner, while novelty and other sentence features are constructed according to equations we defined later in the paper. Ultimately, a greedy sentence selection method is developed for topic balance, where suitable topic proportions are maintained.

In summary, our work contributes in the following perspectives: (1) A novel joint probabilistic framework PRCN is proposed for relevance, coverage, and novelty acquisition; (2) sentence features regarding document relevance/query relevance and document novelty/query novelty are constructed and quantitatively estimated; and (3) topic balance/query balance are imposed in a greedy balance algorithm based on the constructed sentence features for summary sentence selection.

Finally, experiments have been performed on the DUC2005 and DUC2006 benchmark datasets to investigate the effectiveness of our approach. And the results demonstrate that PRCN can outperform other methods on the ROUGE-2 and ROUGE-W [23] evaluation metrics with a significant margin.

1.1. Overview

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: we first provide a detailed amount of related work in Section 2, and then we formally define the problem of query-focused multi-document summarization and propose our solution in Section 3. The EM derivation of our model is detailed in Section 4. The sentence feature definitions and quantifications are given in Section 5, where a greedy algorithm for sentence selection is also given. Experimental evaluation is shown in Section 6. Finally, Section 7 concludes our paper.

2. Related work

2.1. Query-focused multi-document summarization

According to different categorization criteria, summarization techniques can be categorized into abstract-based and extract-based (reproducing sentence or not), multi-document and single-document (more than one document or not), query-focused and generic (given query or not), supervised and unsupervised (with training set or not) methods [20]. In this paper, we focus on unsupervised, extract-based, query-focused, multi-document summarization.

Query-focused multi-document summarization aims to distill the most important information from a set of documents to generate a compressed summary that is relevant to a given query. Shen and Li [32] propose a principled and versatile framework using the minimum dominating set, which could be categorized into the graph-based methods. Along this line, Wan et al. utilize the manifold-ranking algorithm for sentence ranking [39,37], where a graph is generated for document representation. However, as for graph-based methods, the performance may change as the similarity measurement varies.

Meanwhile, supervised extractive approaches are also employed for summarization, such as Support Vector Machine (SVM) [13], Logistic Regression (LR) model [35], Bagging and Gaussian Process (GP) [15]. As pointed out, such classifiers or regression models assume independent relevance between sentences without leveraging the internal relationship among sentences [15]. On the other hand, Hidden Markov Model (HMM) [8] based methods attempt to break this assumption, however, in reality, HMMs suffer from the problem of overfitting in the test data. Specially, when the feature space is large and the features are independent, the training process of HMM becomes intractable [33].

From another angle, feature-construction based sentence ranking methods are also developed for summarization, such as structural SVM with three types of constraints proposed in [20], where diversity, coverage, and balance are enhanced for summary generation. Considering the given topic, Li et al. [21] propose a sentence ranking probability model that incorporates novelty, coverage, and balance with respect to a given topic. Besides, traditional sentence features such as sentence length, sentence position and similarity to title are listed as [27,33].

Along this line of work, we also construct a set of features for sentence salience ranking. Yet our study makes unique contributions by dependently modeling relevance and coverage, which generates probabilities for subsequent feature qualification. Incidentally, we define and distill sentence features in a different manner from the above mentioned feature-based methods. Besides, we propose a greedy sentence selection algorithm for rational coverage on different topics.

2.2. Relevance ranking

Sentence ranking is one of the issues of most concern for extractive summarization [41]. For query-focused summarization, relevance measures how relevant a sentence is to the given query, which has been extensively investigated as an important factor [1,18,12] in information retrieval. Traditional retrieval techniques assume that the relevance of a sentence is independent of the relevance of other sentences. The notion of independent relevance ranking is firstly mentioned in [44], which, in our case, means that the utility of a sentence in ranking is dependent on other sentences in the ranking list.

A recent study [12] discover that on average 57% of the sentences in the document are query-relevant and that an ideal query expansion leads to a situation in which almost all the sentences in the input become relevant. Therefore, such a vast sea of potentially relevant sentences may be highly redundant with each other or (extremely) contain duplicate information [3]. In the process of summarization, later sentences should supplement earlier selected sentences, rather than redundantly deliver similar content again and again [5].

For this dependent relevance analysis, Zhai et al. [44] propose a mixture model combined with query likelihood relevance ranking, while Clarke et al. [5] develop a new framework and obtained a specific evaluation measure based on cumulative gain. On the whole, the manner of dependent relevance modeling aims to understand documents with consideration of internal relationship between sentences and consequently eliminate redundancy implicitly.

In this study, we dependently model sentence relevance in regard to topics under a joint probabilistic framework, where sentence relevance are analyzed at the aspect level. So far as we know, our method is the first to decompose sentence relevance into the topic space for more internal relationship understanding in query-focused multi-document summarization. Note that we do not presume that sentence relevance are independent with each other, but dependently model it in a probabilistic manner.

2.3. Coverage modeling

Coverage focuses on avoiding the loss of main information in the documents, which is an important issue in summarization.
[20]. As it is pointed out, most state-of-art approaches [17,33,26] employ 0–1 loss functions to quantify the coverage of sentences. However, such measurement roughly computes coverage and ignores significant information at the aspect level. From another angle, other methods obtain coverage through sentence clustering and assign to each sentence with a selection preference according to the cluster distribution [29,43,21].

In this study, we enforce coverage through modeling sentences with respect to a set of topics, which produces sentence coverage (or say, probability) over each aspect. Note that we do not simply assign each sentence to any single topic but employ a probability distribution for more reasonable coverage allocation over aspects. Our work differs from the previously mentioned work in that we model sentence coverage under a joint probabilistic framework.

Moreover, we argue that the final summary should not only cover the main content as much as possible, but also wisely cover content aspects in proportion to the original aspect distributions in the documents. So far as we know, our work makes novel contribution to assigning reasonable (balanced) coverage to document content based on probabilities at the aspect level.

2.4. Novelty acquisition

There are some empirical study for novelty criteria in [5,20,29,44,42]. The widely used MMR (Maximal Marginal Relevance) ranking method proposed by Carbonell and Goldstein [3] selects sentences according to a combined criterion of query relevance and novelty of information. The novelty is defined to measure the degree of dissimilarity between the sentence being considered and previously selected ones in the summary. The need for “relevant novelty” was motivated as a potentially superior criterion for sentence ranking, which could be formulated as [3]:

\[
\text{MMR} = \arg \max_{D_{i} \subset R} \left\{ \frac{\text{Sim}_{1}(D_{i}, Q))}{\text{Sim}_{2}(D_{i}, D_{j})} \right\} - (1 - \lambda) \frac{\text{max} \text{Sim}_{2}(D_{i}, D_{j})}{\text{Sim}_{2}(D_{i}, D_{j})},
\]

where \( Q \) is a query or user profile, \( R \) is the subset of documents yet unselected in \( R \), \( D_{i} \) is the \( i \)th document in the subset, \( \text{Sim}_{1} \) and \( \text{Sim}_{2} \) are different similarity measurements. Note that the MMR model acquires information novelty through eliminating redundancies between candidate sentences and selected sentences. Furthermore, Wan et al. [39] explicitly define the “information novelty” to measure the novelty degree of one sentence with respect to other sentences, i.e., the dissimilarities between the sentence being considered and all other sentences.

With consideration of “query (or user profile) novelty”, Li et al. [21] define the “Topic-Aware Novelty”, which penalizes word redundancies in view of the relevance between words and query. Zhai et al. [44] develop a reference topic model for novelty measurement. Specially, Clarke et al. clear that novelty is the need to avoid redundancy and developed a probabilistic framework for novelty acquisition [5].

In this study, we define the novelty of a sentence as some evaluation metric that would indicate how much novel information the sentence contains. As you may notice, all the previously mentioned work obtain novelty either from the document perspective or from the query perspective, in this paper, we construct novelty regarding both query novelty and document novelty.

2.5. PLSA, PHITS, and LDA

PRCN (Probabilistic-modeling Relevance, Coverage, and Novelty) is a joint model of the PLSA (Probabilistic Latent Semantic Analysis) [14] and the PHITS (Probabilistic Hyperlink-Induced Topic Search) [6], which are two typical topic models. Typical topic models such as PLSA and LDA (Latent Dirichlet Allocation) [2] are attracting growing interests for text mining. Specifically, PLSA is a probabilistic model for modeling the document and word co-occurrence for topic generation, which provides a probabilistic understanding of words and documents from the latent topic space. PHITS is proposed as a joint probabilistic model for modeling the inter-connectivity of document collections, which performs a probabilistic factoring of document citations used for bibliometric analysis. While LDA presumes some Dirichlet priors for documents and words, and thus performs more complex inference in parameter and topic distribution estimation. LDA has a better statistical foundation by defining the topic-document distribution, it allows inferencing on new documents and better suffers the problem of overfitting [22], where both are known as the deficits of PLSA based methods. However, in this paper, we do not perform relevance analysis based on LDA, and only implement the classical LDA in [2] as a baseline for comparison in the experiments.

Particularly, PHITS in [7] models word occurrences and citations/links into “topic” factors, with \( \alpha \) as the relative importance assigned to predicting terms:

\[
L = \sum_{i} \left\{ \alpha \sum_{i} \frac{N^{b}_{j} - \log \sum_{X} P(t_{i} | z_{i}) P(z_{i} | d_{j})}{\sum_{X} P(t_{i} | z_{i}) P(z_{i} | d_{j})} \right\} + (1 - \alpha) \sum_{i} \frac{A^{b}_{j} - \log \sum_{X} P(c_{j} | z_{i}) P(z_{i} | d_{j})}{\sum_{X} P(c_{j} | z_{i}) P(z_{i} | d_{j})},
\]

where \( N^{b}_{j} \) is the word occurrences of word \( t_{i} \) in document \( d_{j} \), \( A^{b}_{j} \) is the citation link between content \( c_{j} \) and document \( d_{j} \). The normalization by term/citation counts ensures that each document is given the same weight in the decomposition, regardless of the number of observations associated with it.

In this paper, PRCN considers each sentence as a unit and makes unique contribution in adopting the sentence similarity as the intra-sentence link (citation in PHITS) for model generation. It is worth mentioning that PHITS and PRCN do not suffer from the problem of stability [28] as HITS (Hyperlink-Induced Topic Search) [16] does. Since PHITS projects the citations (similarities for PRCN) into a latent topic space that best describes the citations, the optimization process of PHITS aims to discover such subspace, where similar contents are gathered by the same topic. With a different focus, the HITS algorithm strives to find the authority nodes through iterations of similarity propagation and weight dissemination. As is pointed out [28], if the output of an algorithm is a subspace, then the stability considerations may not be a matter of primary concern, such as LSI [9]. As a matter of fact, PLSA is the probabilistic LSI, and thence would not suffer the problem of stability. As PHITS and PRCN are both PLSA-based methods, thereafter neither of them would encounter the problem of stability.

3. Problem definition and solution

In this section, we first list the frequently used notations in Table 1 and then introduce the problem together with our solution. Given a user query \( Q \) and a set of sentences \( S = \{s_{1}, s_{2}, \ldots, s_{n}\} \subset R^{m} \), where \( s_{i} \) represents the \( i \)th sentence in the document, \( R^{m} \) denotes the whole corpus. Our goal is to select \( Q \)-relevant sentences with highest \( R_{i} \) as summary:

\[
\mathcal{S} = \arg \max_{S} \{R_{i} | s_{i} \text{ is } Q \text{ relevant}\}.
\]

Note that in the sentence selection stage, we select each sentence with the highest \( R_{i} \) among the rest unselected sentences in the light of Eq. (3). Incidentally, after one sentence is chosen, we apply a greedy algorithm to update the \( R_{i} \) of rest sentences, where the details would be presented in Section 5.

Specifically, our method is divided into three steps: (1) the joint probabilistic modeling framework is firstly utilized to dependently model sentence relevance and coverage on topics. (2) Afterwards, sentence features emphasize relevance, coverage, and novelty
are constructed based on the generated probabilities. (3) Finally, a greedy sentence selection method is applied for summary generation.

3.1. Topic relevance modeling

For relevance modeling, we incorporate the cosine similarities between sentences as the preliminary sentence relevances for probabilistic modeling, which aims to analyze sentence relevances dependently at the topic level. Specifically, given sentence \( s_i \) and \( s_j \), PCRN computes the similarity \( a_{ij} \) between \( s_i \) and \( s_j \) as:

\[
a_{ij} = \begin{cases} 
\frac{w_i \cdot w_j}{|w_i| |w_j|}, & i \neq j, \\
0, & \text{Otherwise.}
\end{cases}
\]

Given the similarity matrix \( A \) between sentences, with each element \( a_{ij} \) representing the cosine similarity between content \( s_i \) and sentence \( s_j \), let \( \Theta \) denote the latent topic space, to enforce dependent relevance modeling, we aim to maximize the following log likelihood function:

\[
l(A|A) = \sum_\Theta \log P(A, \Theta|A) = \sum_{ij} a_{ij} \log \sum_\Theta P(s_j | \theta) P(\theta | s_i),
\]

where \( A \) includes the parameters of \( P(s_j | \theta) \) and \( P(\theta | s_i) \). Through the optimization of the above function, we aim to cluster sentences with similar contents together, where sentence relevance are modeled analytically in the topic space.

Note that through the above optimization process, sentences are represented as a vector of probabilities over a set of aspects, which makes it feasible to analyze dependent relevance in the topic space. The rationale behind this is, since the topics in the PHITS model are orthogonal, it becomes reasonable to analyze sentence relevance dependently inside topics and independently across topics. Without independent relevance assumption, sentence relevances are decomposed into vectors among the topic simplex, thus makes it feasible to analyze and quantify the dependent relevance.

3.2. Topic coverage modeling

To ensure that the latent topic space captures the words and sentences contained in the documents, we utilize the term-frequency matrix for topic coverage modeling. The joint probabilistic framework is adopted to model words and sentences, where through the clustering of words and sentences, distinct topics emerge with coverage (or say probability) on words and sentences.

Given the term-frequency matrix \( T \) of sentences, with each element \( t_{ij} \) corresponding to the frequency of word \( w_j \) in sentence \( s_i \), the log likelihood of the document is:

\[
l(T|A) = \sum_\Theta \log P(T, \Theta|A)
\]

\[
= \sum_{ij} t_{ij} \left\{ \log \sum_\Theta P(w_j | \theta) P(\theta | s_i) \right\},
\]

where \( A \) includes the parameters to be estimated. Topic coverage modeling clusters each word and each sentence into topics and thus the latent topics \( \theta \) cover all the information among words and sentences.

\( P(w_j | \theta) \) and \( P(\theta | s_i) \) could be interpreted as the coverage of \( w_j \) on each topic and the coverage of each topic on \( s_i \), respectively. Note that \( \sum_\Theta P(w_j | \theta) = 1 \) indicates that the latent topics are covered by word clusters, while \( \sum_\Theta P(\theta | s_i) = 1 \) implies that sentences are distributed among the latent topic space. The goal of topic coverage modeling is to produce topics that best represent word clusters while cover all the information among sentences.

The optimization of the above likelihood function will converge to the latent topic space where words or sentences belonging to the same aspect are covered by the same topic. The coverage modeling framework makes it possible to cluster words or sentences in a probabilistic manner, which also provides a probabilistic representation of coverage on words and sentences.

3.3. Reference topic model

The so-called reference topic model was firstly proposed in [44] for novelty and redundancy measurements beyond independent relevance. Suppose a generative mixture model for a new sentence, in which one component is the old reference topic model (in our case, the topic about the query \( q_0 \) ) and the other components are background language models (the content topics \( \theta \) ).

Given the observed new sentence \( s_i = \{w_1, ..., w_N\} \), we estimate the mixing weights for the reference topic model (or the background models) as:

\[
l(s_i, \lambda | \theta) = \sum_{j=1}^n \log \left\{ \lambda_q P(w_j | q_0) + \lambda_0 P(w_j | \theta) \right\},
\]

where \( \lambda = \{\lambda_q, \lambda_0\} \) is a relevance vector with \( \lambda_q + \sum_\theta \lambda_0 = 1 \), \( \lambda_q \) is the query relevance and the rest \( \lambda_0 \) are the document content relevances, respectively. The estimated weights can be interpreted as the extent to which the new sentence can be explained by the query topic as opposed to the background contents. From another point of view, \( \lambda_q \) can also serve as a measure of query redundancy as pointed out by Zhai et al. [44]. Also as is testified in their study, the reference topic model dependently analyzes sentence relevance, and more details could be referred to [44].

In our study, we incorporate the user profile as the reference topic so as to dependently model query relevance. Take a careful look at the reference topic model, compared to the conditional probability in the topic relevance modeling stage (\( \log \sum_\Theta P(s_i | \theta) P(\theta | s_i) \) in Eq. (5)) and coverage modeling stage (\( \log \sum_\Theta P(\theta | s_i) \) in Eq. (6)), the parameters \( \lambda_q \) and \( \lambda_0 \) could be respectively interpreted as \( P(q_0 | s_i) \) and \( P(\theta | s_i) \) in the likelihood functions.

Thereafter, the user profile (query) could be dependently included in the relevance and coverage modeling stage, where user profile and document contents could be described by a set of aspects. The reference topic model orthogonally projects query and background content into the latent topic space, thus it becomes feasible to dependently analyze sentence query relevance. As the reference topic model could be easily generalized into our joint

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1</th>
<th>Term notations.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Symbol</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( T )</td>
<td>The term frequency matrix</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( A )</td>
<td>The similarity matrix</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( x_i )</td>
<td>The ( i )th sentence in summary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \phi )</td>
<td>The final summary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( s_i )</td>
<td>The ( i )th sentence in document</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \Sigma )</td>
<td>The set of sentences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( t_{ij} )</td>
<td>The frequency of ( w_j ) in ( s_i )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( a_{ij} )</td>
<td>The similarity between ( s_i ) and ( s_j )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \theta )</td>
<td>The no-query (content or background language) topics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \Omega )</td>
<td>The user query</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \theta_q )</td>
<td>The topic describing the query ( \Omega )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( R_t )</td>
<td>The ranking score of ( t )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \theta^r )</td>
<td>The latent topic (aspect) space</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( A )</td>
<td>All the parameters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \theta )</td>
<td>All the topics ( {\theta_q, \theta^r} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( x )</td>
<td>The weight of modeling coverage</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
probabilistic model, query relevance and coverage would be dependently modeled.

3.4. Model combination

We combine the relevance modeling (Eq. (5)) and topic coverage modeling (Eq. (6)) with weight $\alpha$, and specialize our model into the reference topic (Eq. (7)) model with user query:

$$L = \alpha \cdot I(T | A) + (1 - \alpha) \cdot I(A | A)$$

$$= \alpha \cdot \sum_{ij} t_{ij} \sum_{t'j} t_{t'j} \log \left\{ P(w_j | t_{ij})P(t_{ij} | s_i) + \sum_P(w_j | \theta)P(\theta | s_i) \right\}$$

$$+ (1 - \alpha) \cdot \sum_{ij} \sum_{t'j} a_{t'j} \log \left\{ P(s_j | t_{ij})P(t_{ij} | s_i) + \sum_P(s_j | \theta)P(\theta | s_i) \right\}$$

$$+ (1 - \alpha) \cdot \sum_{ij} \sum_{t'j} a_{t'j} \log \left\{ P(s_j | t_{ij})P(t_{ij} | s_i) + \sum_{t'j} P(s_j | \theta)P(\theta | s_i) \right\}$$

where $\alpha$ denotes the relative weight of modeling the coverage. According to the reference topic model, we consider $P(\theta | s_i)$ as query relevance and $P(\theta | s_i)$ as document content relevance vector, respectively.

Note that under the specialized framework, the topic relevance and coverage are modeled regarding given query $\theta_q$ and background (i.e., content) topics. In the next section, we derive an EM algorithm to optimize the likelihood function. As a result, relevance and coverage are modeled and quantified dependently in our method. To be clear, novelty is implicitly considered in the reference model generation stage (the orthogonal topic space), and later explicitly distilled as features in the feature construction algorithm.

4. Model generation

In this section, we apply the EM (Expectation Maximization) algorithm to maximize the likelihood function in Eq. (8).

4.1. EM derivation

Similar to the PLSA model, there are two steps in our model generation stage: (i) in the expectation (E) step, we estimate the posterior probabilities for all the latent variables $\theta'$ and (ii) in the maximization (M) step, we update the parameters for the posterior probabilities obtained in the previous E-step.

The lower bound (Jensen’s inequality) $L_0$ of Eq. (8) is:

$$L_0 = \sum_{\theta'} q(\theta') \left\{ \alpha \log \frac{P(T, \theta' | A)}{q(\theta')} + (1 - \alpha) \log \frac{P(A, \theta' | A)}{q(\theta')} \right\} + \text{const},$$

where $q(\theta')$ could be an arbitrary function, and here we set $q(\theta') = \alpha P(\theta' | T, A^{st}) + (1 - \alpha) P(\theta' | A, A^{st})$. Substitute $q(\theta')$ into (9), we have:

$$L_0 = \sum_{\theta'} q(\theta') \left\{ \alpha \log P(\theta' | T, A) + (1 - \alpha) \log P(\theta' | A, A) \right\}$$

$$- \sum_{\theta'} q(\theta') \left\{ \alpha \log P(\theta' | T, A^{st}) + (1 - \alpha) \log P(\theta' | A, A^{st}) \right\} + \text{const}$$

$$= L + \text{const}.$$      (10)

Therefore, the E step and M step for the solution of Eq. (10) is given as:

**E Step:**

$$P(\theta' | w_j, s_i) = \frac{P(w_j | \theta')P(\theta' | s_i)}{\sum_{\theta'} P(w_j | \theta')P(\theta' | s_i)}.$$

$$P(\theta' | s_j, s_i) = \frac{P(s_j | \theta')P(\theta' | s_i)}{\sum_{\theta'} P(s_j | \theta')P(\theta' | s_i)}.$$  (11)

**M Step:**

$$P(w_j | \theta') = \sum_{s_j} \sum_{\theta'} P(\theta' | w_j, s_j),$$

$$P(s_j | \theta') = \sum_{s_j} a_{s_j} P(\theta' | s_j, s_i),$$

$$P(\theta' | s_j, s_i) \propto \alpha \cdot \sum_{s_j} t_{ij} \sum_{s_j} a_{t'j} P(\theta' | w_j, s_j)$$

$$+ (1 - \alpha) \cdot \sum_{s_j} a_{t'j} P(\theta' | s_j, s_i).$$  (12)

As we can see from the above equations, the time complexity of model generation phase is $O(I \cdot T \cdot N)$, where $I$ is the number of iterations, $T$ is the number of latent topics and $N$ is the number of total term-document co-occurrences.

4.2. Injecting query

To describe the topic about the query $\theta_q$ in the generative model, we build a unigram language model $P(w_j | \theta_q)$, $w_j \in Narr$, where $Narr$ denotes the query narrative for the documents, and $w_i$ denotes the $i$th word in $Narr$. For instance, a language model for the narrative “What are the benefits of drug legalization?” may be represented as (with all the stop words removed):

$$P(\text{benefits} | \theta_q) = 1/3;$$

$$P(\text{drug} | \theta_q) = 1/3;$$

$$P(\text{legalization} | \theta_q) = 1/3.$$

We treat the query title and narrative as a pseudo sentence. In the initial phase, the topic about the query $\theta_q$ only includes the words in topic title and narrative, when the training process is finished, the word cluster for $\theta_q$ is expanded and the relevant words and sentences of query are captured by $\theta_q$.

5. Feature construction and topic balance imposition

To generate summaries that wisely preserve the information in the documents as much as possible while bias the given query, we construct features both from the document perspective and from the query perspective, which are listed in Table 2. Besides, other parameters in algorithms such as $\beta, \gamma$ and $w$ are also presented. Specifically, the greedy algorithm for topic balance is given as Algorithms 2 and 3, while the features are distilled as Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1. The Feature Construction Algorithm

**Input:**

- $p(\theta' | s_i)$ of each sentence, $p(w_j)$ of each word, term-frequency matrix $T$ and similarity matrix $A$.

**Output:**

- $\text{DN}$, $\text{QN}$, $\text{DR}$, $\text{QR}$ for each sentence.

1: for each $s_i$ do
2: \hspace{1em} $\text{DR}_i \leftarrow \sum_{a_{ij}}$;
3: \hspace{1em} $\text{QR}_i \leftarrow p(\theta_q | s_i) \cdot a(s_i, Q)$;
4: \hspace{1em} $\text{DN}_i \leftarrow \sum_{j} -p(w_j) \cdot \log(p(w_j))$;
5: \hspace{1em} $\text{QN}_i \leftarrow (1 - p(\theta_q | s_i)) \cdot \sum_{a_{ij}} p(\theta_j | s_i) \cdot \log(p(\theta_j | s_i))$;
6: end for

In Algorithm 1, the distilled features are discussed in the follows, and $\text{DR}_i$ is calculated as:
Table 2
Parameters and constructed features.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DR</td>
<td>Relevance from the document perspective</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QR</td>
<td>Relevance from the query perspective</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DN</td>
<td>Novelty from the document perspective</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QN</td>
<td>Novelty from the query perspective</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TB</td>
<td>The feature for topic balance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>β</td>
<td>The weight of balance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>γ</td>
<td>The expected ratio of query</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>w</td>
<td>The weight of penalty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RA</td>
<td>The ratio of φ in the current summary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>h</td>
<td>The number of sentences in the final summary</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\[
DR_i = \sum_j a_{ij}. \tag{14}
\]

This feature sums up the similarities between \( s_i \) and all the other sentences, which strives to measure the sentence relevance of \( s_i \) to the whole document. A large value of DR means that the content in \( s_i \) is very similar to other sentences, thus indicates that the information in \( s_i \) is mentioned frequently by other sentences in the whole document, i.e., \( s_i \) is highly relevant to the document content.

QN is measured as:

\[
QN_i = p(\theta_i|s_i) \cdot a(s_i, Q), \tag{15}
\]

where \( p(\theta_i|s_i) \) is the dependent query relevance in the latent topic space and \( a(s_i, Q) \) denotes the direct query relevance (similarity). This feature multiplies the explicit query relevance by the internal query relevance to comprehensively compute the relevance between sentence and the query.

DN is obtained as:

\[
DN_i = \sum_j p(w_{ij}) \cdot \log(p(w_{ij})), \tag{16}
\]

where \( w_{ij} \) is the \( j \)th word in the \( i \)th sentence, and \( p(w_{ij}) \) denotes the probability of \( w_{ij} \) in the document. DN calculates the information novelty in an entropy-like manner so as to measure the novel information richness in \( s_i \). The rationale for the entropy-like way to compute novelty is detailed as follows. As novelty [31] describes information uncertainty, it estimates the information, which could only be concealed in unknown text. Since entropy \( [31] \) describes information uncertainty, it estimates the information richness in an entropy-like manner so as to measure the novel information in \( s_i \). The rationale for the entropy-like way to compute novelty is detailed as follows.

As we know, coverage demands the summary to cover different topics reasonably, i.e., the summarization process should balance topic distribution during sentence selection. In this study, QB and TB are proposed to balance the ratios of query and content topics and try to maintain the analogous coverage of different topics in the summary as in the original document. Finally, the algorithm for topic balance is given as Algorithm 2. In the algorithm, a random number is generated to determine whether to balance topic ratio or not. Since topic ratio could be recognized as probability distribution among documents, our idea of topic balance is inspired by the Monte Carlo sampling method [25] for topic ratio adjustment. Similar to QB, TB is updated dynamically to bias specific content topics as the topic ratios change. Besides, it is worth mentioning that we perform topic level redundancy reduction in the sentence selection stage and the time complexity of topic balance is \( O(S) \).

Algorithm 2. The Greedy algorithm for Topic Balance

Input:
- The probabilities \( p(S_{n-1} \cdot n|\theta'), p(\theta'|S_{n-1} \cdot n), p(\theta'), \beta, \gamma, \) the features QR, DR, QN, DN and the summary sentence number \( n \).

Output:
- The final summary \( \Theta = \{x_1, \ldots, x_b\} \).

1. \( \text{Iter} = 1 \)
2. while \( \text{Iter} <= n \) do
3. \( \text{Set the vector } RA_0 := 0 \)
4. for each \( x_i \) in current summary \( \Theta \) do
5. \( \text{Find the topic } \theta^* \text{ of } x_i \) and set \( RA_\theta := RA_\theta + 1 \)
6. end for
7. \( \text{Normalize the vector } RA_\theta \)
8. \( \theta_k = \arg \min_{RA_\theta} RA_\theta \)
9. Generate a random number \( \text{acc from } [0,1] \)
10. if \( \text{acc} < p(\theta_k) \) then
11. \( \text{TB} = \beta \text{ for each sentence belonging to } \theta_k \)
12. \( \text{TB} = 1 - \beta \text{ for each sentence not belonging to } \theta_k \)
13. else
14. \( \text{TB} = 1 \text{ for each sentence } s_i \)
15. end if
16. \( \text{QueryBalance(RA}_\text{balance} \cdot \gamma, \beta) \)
17. for each \( s_i \) do
18. \( R_i = DR \cdot QR \cdot DN \cdot QN \cdot TB \cdot QB \)
19. end for
20. for each \( s_i \) NOT IN \( \Theta \) do
21. \( \text{for each } x_i \text{ IN } \Theta, \text{ get its corresponding topic } \theta^* \) do
22. \( \text{Update } R_i := R_i - w \cdot p(S_{\theta^*}) \cdot R_i \)
23. end for
24. end for
25. \( x_{\text{iter}} = \arg \max_{S} R_i - S - S \cup x_{\text{iter}} \)
26. \( \text{Iter} = \text{Iter} + 1 \)
27. end while

As we know, coverage demands the summary to cover different topics reasonably, i.e., the summarization process should balance topic distribution during sentence selection. In this study, QB and TB are proposed to balance the ratios of query and content topics and try to maintain the analogous coverage of different topics in the summary as in the original document. Finally, the algorithm for topic balance is given as Algorithm 2. In the algorithm, a random number is generated to determine whether to balance topic or not. Since topic ratio could be recognized as probability distribution among documents, our idea of topic balance is inspired by the Monte Carlo sampling method [25] for topic ratio adjustment. Similar to QB, TB is updated dynamically to bias specific content topics as the topic ratios change. Besides, it is worth mentioning that we perform topic level redundancy reduction in the sentence selection stage and the time complexity of topic balance is \( O(S) \).
Algorithm 3. The Query Balance Algorithm

\begin{algorithm}
\textbf{Input:}
\begin{itemize}
    \item The ratio of $RA_q$, $\beta$ and $\gamma$.
\end{itemize}
\textbf{Output:}
\begin{itemize}
    \item The feature \text{QB} for each sentence.
\end{itemize}
\begin{algorithmic}
1: \textbf{if} $RA_q \leq \gamma$ \textbf{then}
2: \quad \textbf{for} each $s_i$ belonging to $\theta_q$ \textbf{then}
3: \quad \quad \text{QB} \leftarrow \beta
4: \quad \textbf{end for}
5: \textbf{else}
6: \quad \textbf{for} each $s_i$ belonging to $\theta_q$ \textbf{then}
7: \quad \quad \text{QB} \leftarrow 1
8: \quad \textbf{end for}
9: \textbf{end if}
\end{algorithmic}
\end{algorithm}

We present the details of ROUGE metrics as follows:

\text{ROUGE-N-R} = \frac{\sum_{y \in \theta_q} \sum_{\text{gram}_n \in \text{y}} \text{Count}_{\text{match}}(\text{gram}_n)}{\sum_{y \in \theta_q} \sum_{\text{gram}_n \in \text{y}} \text{Count}_{\text{ground}}(\text{gram}_n)}

\text{ROUGE-N-P} = \frac{\sum_{y \in \theta_q} \sum_{\text{gram}_n \in \text{y}} \text{Count}_{\text{match}}(\text{gram}_n)}{\sum_{y \in \theta_q} \sum_{\text{gram}_n \in \text{y}} \text{Count}_{\text{pred}}(\text{gram}_n)}

\text{ROUGE-N-F} = \frac{2 \text{ROUGE-N-R} \times \text{ROUGE-N-P}}{\text{ROUGE-N-R} + \text{ROUGE-N-P}}

where $n$ denotes the length of the n-gram, and $\text{gram}_n \in \text{y}$ denotes the n-grams in the ground truth summary $y$. $\text{Count}_{\text{match}}(\text{gram}_n)$ is the number of $\text{gram}_n$ co-occurring in the predicted summary $\text{y}$ and the ground truth summary $y$. $\text{Count}_{\text{ground}}(\text{gram}_n)$ is the occurrence number of $\text{gram}_n$ in the ground truth summary $y$, and $\text{Count}_{\text{pred}}(\text{gram}_n)$ denotes the occurrence number of $\text{gram}_n$ in the predicted summary $\text{y}$. Besides, we also introduce the ROUGE-W metric that computes the ROUGE scores due to the weighted longest common subsequence.

6. Experiments and analysis

6.1. Data set preparation

We use the benchmark data sets DUC\(^1\)2005 and DUC2006 to testify the effectiveness of our model. Note that each summary task in the dataset is accompanied with a query. In our implementations, each document and query are decomposed into sentences, with all the stop words excluded. Moreover, each word is stemmed using Porter’s stemming.\(^2\) Hence, each query and sentence could be represented as a vector of vocabulary, and the word frequencies and sentence similarities are calculated for model generation. Note that we only adopt the statistical information of words and sentences, there is no other tagging or lexical tools in our implementation.

Specifically, the similarities between sentences are computed after stop word elimination and word stemming. The features for sentence ranking are constructed after the generation of probabilistic model (PRCN), where the probabilities for feature quantification are obtained. According to the selected sentence sequence from Algorithm 2, we select the corresponding sentences from the original document as the final summary.

6.2. Evaluation metrics

The popular ROUGE\(^3\) toolkit is adopted for evaluation, which automatically identifies n-grams and stems (Porter’s stemming) each word for summary evaluation. And the parameter setting for ROUGE is the same as the official parameter setting.\(^3\) Specifically, we present the details of ROUGE metrics as follows:

\text{ROUGE-N-R} = \frac{\sum_{y \in \theta_q} \sum_{\text{gram}_n \in \text{y}} \text{Count}_{\text{match}}(\text{gram}_n)}{\sum_{y \in \theta_q} \sum_{\text{gram}_n \in \text{y}} \text{Count}_{\text{ground}}(\text{gram}_n)}

\text{ROUGE-N-P} = \frac{\sum_{y \in \theta_q} \sum_{\text{gram}_n \in \text{y}} \text{Count}_{\text{match}}(\text{gram}_n)}{\sum_{y \in \theta_q} \sum_{\text{gram}_n \in \text{y}} \text{Count}_{\text{pred}}(\text{gram}_n)}

\text{ROUGE-N-F} = \frac{2 \text{ROUGE-N-R} \times \text{ROUGE-N-P}}{\text{ROUGE-N-R} + \text{ROUGE-N-P}}

6.3. Results and evaluation

6.3.1. Overall performance comparison

In our implementation, the parameters $\alpha$, $\beta$, $\gamma$ and $w$ are set empirically, which would be investigated and discussed in detail later. Besides, for summary generation, we discard sentences that are too long or too short. Specifically, we only choose sentences whose length is between 10 and 35 words.

To the best of our knowledge, the method proposed by\(^{[21]}\) is the only algorithm that explicitly considers coverage, novelty and balance in query-focused multi-document summarization. We compare our results with those in their model, meanwhile, we also compare our results to some other baseline methods for a more comprehensive evaluation, which are listed in Table 3. As annotated in the table, NIST denotes the NIST baseline. Random denotes random sentence selection, LDA is the method in\(^{[2]}\), which only models document word co-occurrences. NA denotes NCBSum-A while NK represents NCBSum-K\(^{[21]}\), the MultiMR and manifold ranking are from\(^{[39]}\).

The results for PRCN are reported in Table 3, where parameters are empirically tuned as $\alpha = 0.5$, $\beta = 2.8$, $\gamma = 0.4$ and $w = 0.8$. As shown in the table, our model outperforms other methods in ROUGE-2 and ROUGE-W measurements, which strongly testifies the effectiveness of PRCN, i.e., our method wisely considers relevance, coverage, and novelty with respect to query and document content so as to benefit summary generation.

Since the NIST baseline and the Random method do not take account of relevance, coverage or novelty, their performance are in the bottom. LDA is implemented aiming to cover the main topics of documents, yet without consideration of relevance nor novelty, it slightly outperforms the NIST and Random. Although the Manifold and MultiMR carefully consider biased information richness

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>ROUGE-1-F</th>
<th>ROUGE-2-F</th>
<th>ROUGE-W-F</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DUC2005</td>
<td>0.28760</td>
<td>0.04195</td>
<td>0.09874</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Random</td>
<td>0.30994</td>
<td>0.03892</td>
<td>0.10616</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LDA</td>
<td>0.28952</td>
<td>0.04278</td>
<td>0.11100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manifold</td>
<td>0.37493</td>
<td>0.07410</td>
<td>0.12916</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MultiMR</td>
<td>0.36978</td>
<td>0.06790</td>
<td>0.12878</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NA</td>
<td>0.38868</td>
<td>0.07878</td>
<td>0.13424</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NK</td>
<td>0.38570</td>
<td>0.07678</td>
<td>0.13282</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRCN</td>
<td>0.37282</td>
<td>0.08070</td>
<td>0.13535</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DUC2006</td>
<td>0.32095</td>
<td>0.05269</td>
<td>0.10993</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Random</td>
<td>0.34421</td>
<td>0.05133</td>
<td>0.11779</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LDA</td>
<td>0.31697</td>
<td>0.05329</td>
<td>0.11849</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MultiMR</td>
<td>0.38813</td>
<td>0.08168</td>
<td>0.13396</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NA</td>
<td>0.40869</td>
<td>0.08981</td>
<td>0.14074</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NK</td>
<td>0.40515</td>
<td>0.08698</td>
<td>0.13972</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRCN</td>
<td>0.39254</td>
<td>0.0922</td>
<td>0.14372</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(\text{http://www-nlpir.nist.gov/projects/duc/data.html}\)

\(\text{http://www.tartarus.org/martin/PorterStemmer/}\)

\(\text{-n 4 -w 1.2 -m 2 4 -u < 95 \text{-r 1000 -f A} -p 0.5 -t 0 -a -d.}\)
other alpha settings of 8.12% with 95% interval [0.01 to 0.02], and for Rouge-W-F, beta=2.2 outperforms other beta settings of 0.73% with 95% interval [0.01 to 0.02].

Table 6 Parameter investigation: ROUGE scores VS gamma. For Rouge-1-F, gamma=0.5 outperforms other gamma settings of 0.4% with 95% interval [0.08 to 0.10], and for Rouge-W-F, gamma=0.6 outperforms other gamma settings of 0.3% with 95% interval [0.07 to 0.09].
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(relevance and coverage to some extent) and information novelty, there is no significant effort paid to topic balance (or say appropriate topic coverage distribution assignment). As can be seen, the outperforming methods are NA, NK and PRCN that incorporate relevance, balanced coverage, and novelty. However, our model differs from NA and NK in that our model constructs features with consideration of both user query and document content, while NA and NK only take account of novelty, coverage, and balance from the query-aware angle.

6.3.2. Parameter tuning

In our model, z is used to tune the tradeoff between relevance and coverage modeling, \( \beta \) is utilized to adjust topic balance, \( \gamma \) is adopted as the expected query percentage, and \( w \) penalizes topic redundancy. We carry out systematic experiments with different \( \alpha \), \( \beta \), \( \gamma \) and \( w \) to see their influence.

Different \( z \) (Eq. (8)) differently weighs coverage modeling to relevance modeling. We assign \( z \) to values ranging from 0 to 1 to investigate the influence of \( z \), with \( \beta \), \( \gamma \) and \( w \) fixed. Table 4 illustrates the experimental results. For DUC2005 and DUC2006, the best performance is achieved when \( z = 0.5 \). Moreover, when \( z = 0 \) (no coverage modeling) or \( z = 1 \) (no relevance modeling), the performances are far from the best. The reason is that, both relevance and coverage modeling are critical for summarization, overemphasis on either criterion will result a imperfect summary. As can be inferred, the balance between relevance and coverage that \( z \) brings in our framework benefits our summarization task.

\( \beta \) (Algorithms 2 and 3) denotes the strength to bias sentences belonging to specific topics whose ratios need to increase. We conduct systematic experiments with different \( \beta \) ranging from 1 to 5 to evaluate the influence of \( \beta \), while \( \alpha \), \( \gamma \) and \( w \) are fixed. Table 5 illustrates the experimental results and we can see that for DUC2005 and DUC2006, the best performance is achieved when \( \beta = 2.8 \). Actually, the worst performance is obtained when \( \beta = 1 \), i.e., no topic balance is imposed. This strongly supports our idea of topic balance to specific topics so as to maintain moderate topic ratio (coverage). Further, when \( \beta \) increases, the ROUGE scores decrease, this suggest that overemphasis on topic coverage would lead to imperfect summaries. The rationale behind is: If \( \beta \) is over-emphasized, the sentence selection mechanism would only select sentences to maintain appropriate topic coverage, which weakens the influences of relevance and novelty.

\( \gamma \) denotes the expected percentage of the topic describing the query. We implement a set of experiments with different \( \gamma \) ranging from 0 to 1 to evaluate the influence of \( \gamma \), while \( \alpha \), \( \beta \) and \( w \) are fixed. Table 6 illustrates the experimental results and we can see that the best performance is achieved when \( \gamma = 0.4 \). \( \gamma \) is utilized to quantify the extent of query preference. As can be seen from the table, when
\[ w = 0 \] or \[ \gamma = 1 \] the model gets poor performance, this corroborates our idea of maintaining query relevance to suitable extent. For summarization, there should be neither too little nor too much concern on query relevance.

In Algorithm 2, \( w \) is introduced for topic redundancy reduction. We carry out systematic experiments with different \( w \) ranging from 0 to 1 to evaluate the influence of \( w \), while \( \alpha, \beta \) and \( \gamma \) are fixed. As can be seen from Table 7, the best performance is achieved when \( w = 0.8 \). Interestingly, results change little as \( w \) varies. The reason is that as we execute topic balance and query balance in our framework, appropriate topic distribution is carefully maintained, thereafter topic redundancy is implicitly eliminated. Since our algorithm wisely weighs each topic, it avoids excessive concentration (i.e., redundancy) on certain topics to some extent.

### 6.3.3. Feature investigation

In this section, we evaluate the effectiveness of each feature we defined in Section 5. Specifically, in this experimentation, we rank the salience score of each sentence as \( R_i \rightarrow Q_{ki}, R_i \rightarrow DR_i, R_i \rightarrow QN_i, R_i \rightarrow DN_i, R_i \rightarrow QB_i \), and \( R_i \rightarrow TB_i \), respectively. The performance of each feature is separately studied with all the parameters fixed.

Fig. 1 illustrates the performance of each constructed feature on DUC05 and DUC06, where QN denotes the ranking method based on the feature QN, and others are name similarly, while Overall is ranking utilizing all the features. As it is shown in the figures, QR obtains the worst performance while DN and QN perform in the lead, which indicates that novelty plays a more important role than other features in the process of summarization. To further validate this inference, we separately discard features QR, DR, QN, DN, TB, QB, one by one from the ranking equation \( R_i \rightarrow DR_i, QR, DN_i, QN_i, TB_i, QB_i \) in Algorithm 2.

As shown in Fig. 2, NO-QN represents ranking excluding the feature QN, and others are named similarly. As can be seen, NO-QN and NO-DN acquire the lowest scores for DUC05 and DUC06, which again supports the significance of novelty for summarization. The result that novelty outperforms other features suggests that query-focused multi-document summarization tasks demand more on new information (novelty). Meanwhile, the result that in both Figs. 1 and 2, Overall outperforms all the rest results suggests that each feature benefits the summarization task. This strongly corroborates our idea of incorporating relevance, coverage, and novelty both from the query and the document perspective.

### 7. Conclusion and future work

In this paper, we go beyond the independent relevance assumption, and propose a Probabilistic-modeling Relevance, Coverage, and Novelty (PRCN) framework to model topic relevance and coverage, where a reference topic model incorporating query is utilized for dependent sentence relevance measurement. Furthermore, our work makes contribution in constructing and quantifying a set of features describing relevance, novelty, and topic balance both from the document and from the query perspective. Besides the constructed features, we also develop a greedy topic balance algorithm for sentence ranking and extraction. Experiments are conducted to verify the effectiveness of our model, and the results show that: (1) Dependently modeling relevance and coverage under a joint probabilistic framework, PRCN proves to be effective for query-focused multi-document summarization; (2) PRCN could effectively balance query (user profile) and content topics with appropriate coverage through a greedy algorithm; (3)
Document Relevance/Query Relevance and Document Novelty/Query Novelty are acquired as the constructed sentence features, while Topic Balance/Query Balance are attained in the greedy balance algorithm. Among all the constructed features, Document Novelty/Query Novelty are demonstrated to be more potent than other features in query-focused multi-document summarization.

On the other hand, as is discussed in the paper, LDA-based topic models exhibit a set of merits compared to PLSA-based methods. Our future work would focus on developing models based on LDA for document summarization.
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